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AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE G.C.D. OF 
TWO LINEAR RECURRING SEQUENCES 
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(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec) 
ABSTRACT. Let (Cn) and (Hn) be linear recurring sequences of integers de-
fined by Gn = Cla
n + c2a
n + • • • + cta
n and Hn = d^
n + d2p
n + • • • + ds0
n, 
where t, s > 2, c^, d • are non-zero complex numbers and where Gn does not 
divide Hn in the ring of power sums. Then, provided n > Cx, we have 
G . C . D . ( G n , t f n ) < | G J
c , 
for all n aside of a finite set of exceptions, whose cardinality can be bounded by 
C2, where C1?C2 and c < 1 are effectively computable numbers depending on 
the c{, dj , a^ and /3 , i = 1,...,t, j = 1 , . . . , s. This quantifies a very recent 
result [Bugeaud, Y.—Corvaja, P.—Zannier, U.: An upper bound for the G. C D . 
of an - 1 and bn - 1, Math. Z. (To appear.)] 
1. Introduct ion 
Let _41? A 2 , . . . , Ak and G0, G x , . . . , Gfc_x be integers and let (Gn) be a kth 
order linear recurring sequence given by 
Gn = A1Gn_l + --- + AkGn_k for n = k,k + l,.... (1) 
Let a1? a 2 , . . . , at be the distinct roots of the corresponding characteristic poly-
nomial 
Xk - A - * * " 1 - V (2) 
Then for n > 0 
Gn = P . C n X + P2(n)a£ + • • • + * > K . (3) 
where P^n) is a polynomial with degree less than the multiplicity of a{\ the 
coefficients of P^n) are elements of the field: Q(a x , . . . , at). 
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We shall be interested in linear recurring sequences (C?n), where all roots of 
the characteristic polynomial of (Gn) are pairwisely different, which means that 
G n = C l < + C 2 ^ 2 + ' - - + C t < 5 (
4) 
for some c{, ai G C If we restrict the roots to come from a multiplicative semi-
group A C C, then we let £A denote the ring of complex functions on N of the 
form (4) where at e A. Below, A will be usually Z ; moreover in that case we 
define by £% the subring formed by those functions having only positive roots, 
i.e. by the semigroup N. Working in this domain causes no loss of generality: 
this assumption may be achieved by written n = 2m + r and considering the 
cases r = 0,1 separately. 
The recurring sequence (Gn) is called nondegenerate if no quotient a J a 
for all 1 < i < j < t is equal to a root of unity. 
The arithmetic properties of such recurring sequences have been widely in-
vestigated. We may mention the so-called Hadamard Quotient theorem (proved 
by v a n d e r P o o r t e n , cf. [5]), which says that if (Gn),(Hn) G £% , then 
Hn/Gn G Z for all n G N can only hold if there is a recurring sequence (In) G £% 
such that Hn = Gn • In for all n G N. Roughly speaking this means that the 
quotient may have values in Z for all n G N only when this is obvious in the 
sense that it comes from an identical relation. 
C o r v a j a and Z a n n i e r showed by using deep tools from Diophantine 
Approximation a stronger result. They showed that if (Gn), (Hn) are as above 
and if Hn/Gn G Z for infinitely many n, then there exists a recurring sequence 
(In) such that Hn = Gn- In for all n G N. This result can be found in [2]. 
The above diophantine problems arise of investigating the finiteness of the 
set of natural numbers n such that Hn/Gn is an integer. Let us mention that in 
a very recent paper, C o r v a j a and Z a n n i e r solved this question in complete 
generality (i.e. for arbitrary linear recurrences Gn and Hn\ cf. [3]). 
Recently, B u g e a u d , C o r v a j a and Z a n n i e r [1] proved that the same 
techniques can be used to obtain more explicit results, bounding the cancellation 
in the fraction Hn/Gn1 which is represented by the G. C D . of Gn and Hn. In 
fact they showed that, if a, b are integers > 2, and b is not a power of a, then, 
provided n is sufficiently large, we have 
G. C. D . ( a n - 1 , 6 n - l ) < a^ . (5) 
The number 1/2 in the exponent is best-possible, in view of the example a = c2 , 
b = cs for odd s. 
In the case when a and b are multiplicatively independent, they proved a 
sharper bound: Let e > 0. Then, provided n is sufficiently large, we have 
G. C. D . ( a n - 1 , bn-l) < exp(en). (6) 
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They remarked that due to the ineffectiveness of Schmidt's Subspace Theorem, 
which is needed in the proof, the method does not allow to compute an integer 
n0 --- n0(a, 6, .s) such that the above inequality holds for n > n0. The aim of 
the present paper is to remark that one can get at least some information about 
such an index n n . 
2. Results 
We will use a quantitative version of Schmidt's Subspace Theorem, which is, 
due to E v e r t s e [4], to show that one can calculate an index n0 such that the 
above inequalities are true for all n > n0 aside from a finite set of exceptions 
whose cardinality can also be bounded effectively. 
Moreover, we will formulate the result of equation (5) for arbitrary linear re-
curring sequences in ££ instead of (an — 1) and (bn — 1) (see also [1; Remark 4]). 
THEOREM 1. Let (Gn) and (Hn) be linear recurring sequences of integers 
defined by Gn = cxa
n + c2a
n + • • • + cta
n and Hn = dxp
n + d2fi
n + • • • + dsP
n, 
where t,s > 2, c{, d, are non-zero complex numbers and where ax > ••• 
> at > 0 , / ? ! > • • • > (3S > 0. Furthermore we assume that Gn does not 
divide Hn in the ring £% . Then, provided n > Cx, we have 
G.C.D.(G„.tfJ<|Gn|
c 
for all n aside of a finite set of exceptions, whose cardinality can be bounded by 
C2, where Cx, C2 and c < 1 are effectively computable numbers depending on 
the c-, dj , a. and (J., i = 1 , . . . , t, j = 1 , . . . , s . 
R e m a r k 1. Let us mention that by G. C D . we denote here the uniquely de-
termined positive greatest common divisor of two integers. 
R e m a r k 2. The condition that Gn does not divide Hn in the ring £% is 
clearly needed and can be verified explicitly (see [2] and Lemma 3 below). A 
sufficient, but rather strong condition is that the roots a l 5 . . . , at, /?-_,... ,(3S 
are multiplicatively independent. 
R e m a r k 3. In fact, c can be chosen arbitrarily within the range 
where h is an arbitrary integer with 
log ft 
< c< 1. 
h > max {•• loge*! - l o g a 2 
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and £, 5 are as in Theorem 1. 
In the case a2 = 1, i.e. t = 2, which means that we have 
Gn = Clal+C2> 
a stronger result on the constant c can be shown. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Gn) and (Hn) be linear recurring sequences of integers 
defined by Gn = cxa
n + c2 and Hn = dxf3
n + d2/?2 H h ds(3
n, where s > 2, 
c{, d- are non-zero complex numbers and where a>l,f31>--->(3s>0 and 
let e > 0. Furthermore we assume that Gn does not divide Hn in the ring £% . 
Then, provided n > Cx, we have 
G.C.D.{Gn,Hn)<\Gj-^, 
for all n aside of a finite set of exceptions, whose cardinality can be bounded by 
C2, where Cx, C2 are effectively computable numbers depending on the c{, d-, 
a, /3-, i = 1,2. j = 1 , . . . , s and e. 
Remark 4. Observe that this result includes the result of B u g e a u d , C o r -
v a j a and Z a n n i e r [1] mentioned in the introduction, who showed that 
G. C. D . ( a n - 1 , bn-l) < (an - 1)*+*, (7) 
provided that b is not a power of a, which is equivalent to the assumption that 
an - 1 does not divide bn - 1 in the ring E% (which is just an elementary 
algebraic fact), and n is sufficiently large. 
Remark 5. The number 1 — 1/s + e in the exponent is best-possible in view of 
the following example. Let c be an integer, c > 2, and s > 2 be arbitrary. Set 
Gn = c
sn - 1 and Hn = c^-
l)n + • • • + cn + 1. Then we have 
G. C. D . ( c 5 n - 1 , c ( 5" 1 ) n+ • • • + c n + l ) 
= c (*- l )" + . . . + c " + 1 > c(-"l)n = ( c ^ )
1 - ! . 
In the most simplest case, when Gn = a
n — 1, Hn = b
n — 1 and a, b are 
multiplicatively independent integers, a, b > 2, B u g e a u d , C o r v a j a and 
Z a n n i e r [1] obtained a considerably better bound. 
If we consider (as in the theorem above) recurrences of the form 
Gn = cxa
n + c2 , and Hn = d^
n + d2(3
n + • • • + ds(3
n , 
then it is no longer sufficient to assume that a and /3X are multiplicatively 
independent, e.g. we have 
6" - 3" + 2" - 1 
2 » - l " J L' 
but the dominant roots are multiplicatively independent. Therefore we use a 
stronger condition to prove a similar result to that of B u g e a u d , C o r v a j a 
and Z a n n i e r with recurrences (Hn) of arbitrary large order. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (Gn) and (Hn) be linear recurring sequences of integers 
defined by Gn = ^a
71 + c2 and Hn = d1p^ + d2/32 + • • • + ds(3™, where s > 2, 
c{, d. are non-zero complex numbers and where a>l,f31>—->/3s>0 are 
integers with a, Pi(32"'Ps
 C0P™rae. Furthermore, let e > 0. Then, provided 
n> Cx, we have 
G.C.V.{Gn,Hn)<\GJ 
for all n aside of a finite set of exceptions, whose cardinality can be bounded by 
C2, where Cx, C2 are effectively computable numbers depending on the ci, d-, 
a, Pj, i = 1,2. j = 1, . . . ,5 and e. 
Remark 6. Observe that for other classes of linear recurrences even better 
upper bounds can be obtained. For example, let c > 2 be an integer and let 
5 > r > 2 with G. C. D.(r, s) = 1. Then we have 
G. C. D . ( c ( r " 1 ) n + • • • + c n + l , c ( 5 " 1 ) n + • • • + c n + l ) < C3 
for all n, where C3 is a constant independent of n. This follows from the fact 
that the polynomials (Xr - 1)/(X - 1) and (X5 - 1)/(X - 1) are relatively 
prime. 
3. Auxiliary results 
The proofs of our theorems depend on a quantitative version of the Subspace 
Theorem due to J.-H. E v e r t s e [4]. 
Let K be an algebraic number field. Denote its ring of integers by 0K and 
its collection of places by MK. For v G MK, x G K, we define the absolute 
value |xI , by 
(i) \x\v = \a(x)\
l^K:<^ if v corresponds to the embedding a: K <-» R; 
(ii) \x\v = \a(x)\
2^K^ = \a(x)\2^K:^ if v corresponds to the pair of con-
jugate complex embeddings a , a . K t-> C; 
(iii) \x\v = (Np)~
ord^^^K:<^ if v corresponds to the prime ideal p of 0K. 
Here Np = #(0K/p) is the norm of p , and ordp(:r), the exponent of p in the 
prime ideal composition of (x) with ord (0) := oo. In case (i) or (ii) we call v 
real infinite or complex infinite, respectively; in case (iii) we call v finite. These 
absolute values satisfy the Product formula 




The height o f x = ( i l r . . ,xn) G K
n with x ^ 0 is defined as follows: for 
i; G MK put 
" / n \1/(2[K:Q]) 
( £ k ^ [ X : Q 1 ) if v is real infinite, 
IXL = < / n ^ \1/[K:Q] 
zC l x J l^ : ) if U is complex infinite, 
i = i / 
k m a x d ^ J ^ , . . . , |xn|7;) if v is finite 
(note that for infinite places v, | • \v is a power of the Euclidean norm). Now 
define 
•H(x) = n(xv...,xn) = H\x\v. 
V 
For a linear form l(X) = alXl-\ h anXn with algebraic coefficients w
re define 
%(l) := H(a ) , where a = ( a 1 , . . . , a n ) and if a G K
n, then we put |Z|V = |a|v 
for f G M K . Further we define the number field K(l) := K(a1/aj,..., an/a-) 
for any j with a • ̂  0; this is independent of the choice of j . 
We are now ready to state E v e r t se ' s result [4]. The following notations 
are used: 
• S is a finite set of places on K of cardinality s containing all infinite 
places; 
• {hv ' • • >L)' v ^ ^ ' a r e i i n e a r i y independent sets of linear forms in n 
variables with algebraic coefficients such that 
U{liv)<H, [K(liv):K}<D for veS, i = l,...,n. 
We choose for every place v G MK a continuation of | • |v to the algebraic closure 
of K and denote this also by | • | v . 
THEOREM 3 (Quantitative Subspace Theorem, Evertse) . Let 0 < S < 1 
and consider the inequality for x G Kn : 
(9) n n n ^ < f n idet^> • • •. ui) • n*rn-' . 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) There are proper linear subspaces Tx,..., Tt of K
n with 
tx < (2
6 0 n 2 - (5- 7 n ) 5 log4F ) - loglog4^ 
such that every solution x G Kn of (9) satisfying H(x) > H belongs to 
TxU---UTti. 
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(ii) There are proper linear subspaces Sx,..., St of K
n with 
t2 < ( l 5 0 n
4 - 5 - 1 ) n 5 + 1 ( 2 + loglog2LI) 
such that every solution x £ Kn of (9) satisfying %(x) < H belongs to 
S- U • • • U Sf . 
Below we have collected some simple lemmas which are needed in our proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let N- k denote the number of formal summands of (ax-\ I - G ^ ) " 7 > 
where o . , . . . , ^ denote formal commuting variables. Then 
a + j - r 
This is well known from combinatorics. 
Next, we need an estimate for the number of 0 's occurring in a linear recurring 
sequence (this number is called the zero multiplicity of the recurrence). 
LEMMA 2. Let (Gn) be linear recurring sequence defined by Gn = cxa
n + 
c2a2 + • • • + cta
n where t>2, c{ are non-zero complex and al > • • • > at > 0 
real numbers. Then the number of solutions of the equation 
is at most t. 
P r o o f . We prove our assertion by induction on t. The case t = 1 is trivial. 
Now consider the function of one real variable 
g(x) = cx exp(x \og(al/at)) + • • • + ct_l exp(x log(at_1/at)) + ct. 
Clearly, the zeros of g at positive integral points are exactly the zeros of Gn. 
Now, g(x) is a differentiate function of the real variable x. So, between any 
two zeros of g one can find a zero of the derivative g' of g. Since the derivative 
is a function of the same type with t - 1 terms, the inductive hypothesis can be 
applied and the desired conclusion follows. • 
Let us mention the remarkable result that there exists an upper bound (which 
does only depend on the order t, but in fact triply exponentially) for the zero 
multiplicity of arbitrary nondegenerate linear recurring sequences of complex 
numbers due to W. M. S c h m i d t [9]. 
Last but not least, we need some information about the structure of the 
ring of recurrences £% considered here. In fact, if two recurrences (Gn) and 
(Hn) are given, they lie in a much smaller ring, namely in £A where A is the 
multiplicative group generated by the roots of Gn and Hn. It is well known 
(see [5]) and in fact easy to prove that this ring is isomorphic to the ring 
C [ T 1 , . . . , T t , T f
1 , . . . , T - 1 ] 
if A has rank t > 1 . We simply choose a basis 7i> • • •»% o f A a n d associate the 
variable T- the function n «-.> 7? • N o w [t i s e a s y t o s h o w : 
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LEMMA 3. Let (Gn), (Hn) G £% . If ax • • • at and f3l- • (3S are coprime, then 
(Gn) and (Hn) are coprime in the ring £% . 
P r o o f. Let Gn = cxa
n + c2a
n + • • • + cta
n and Hn = dx(3
n + d2(5
n + 
••• + ds/3", where t,s > 2, c?;, d- are non-zero complex numbers and where 
ax > • • • > at > 0, /?-_ > • • • > Ps > 0 are integers. We denote by A the 
multiplicative group generated by a1,...,at, /i^,...,(33 and we choose a basis 
7 1 3 . . . ,7 r for A. 
By the correspondence mentioned above we may write 
Gn = 5(7". • • •, 7r") and Hn = ft(7",..., 7r") 
with g, /i G C[T2,... ,Tr] since the roots are integers. By the assumption that 
ax • • • a t and /3X • • • f3s are coprime it follows that g and /i consist of different 
variables. But from this it is clear that the polynomials g and h are coprime 
and consequently the conclusion follows. • 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
In the sequel Cx, C 2 , . . . will denote positive numbers depending only on c{, 
dj, a{ and p., i = 1, . . . , t , jf = 1,. . . ,5 . 
According to Lemma 2 the number of n such that Gn = 0 is at most t. In 
this case we have 
G.C.D.(on)/LJ = tfn) 
and therefore these n must be excluded. Consequently, we can restrict ourselves 
to numbers n for which Gn ^ 0. We write 
z(n\ = EJL = fn 
n n 
where cn, Dn are nonzero integers. Observe that we only consider those n for 
which Gn 7-- 0. Thus we have 
G.C.D.(G„, t fJ .9 n = G n . (10) 
We now assume that 
K\ < \onr
c (ii) 
for all n in a set E of natural numbers and for some c, which will be specified 
later. We will show that, provided n > Cx is large enough, (11) can only hold 
for a finite number of n and we give an upper bound C2 for |E|. Then we can 
conclude that, provided n > Cx, we have 
K\ > iG„r-c 
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for all n ^ S and using (10) we conclude 
G.CD.(On,HJ = |Gn |.|c)nr
1<|On |
c 
for all n £ S with |S | < C2. Thus the assertion of our theorem will follow from 
this. 
Fix an integer h > 0 and observe the following expansion 
±r£V-»(£&J)' 
-&VAtX$)' 
i oo / t / x n \
 3 
-*rPA£&J)' 
( * „\ f t+1 
x (-i)
ft+1(.E£(f) 
i \ i—-• / с, a i " i
Let us remark that for 
n>C, 
i + E з Æ Г 
ť=2 
log(2č) 
4 *' log aг — log a 2 
we have 













г 2 p 
where 
<ð(a 2 jai)
n<l/2 for n>C4 
г .= m a x { l . | * | , . . . . | * | } . 
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Next we are going to approximate z(n) = Hn/Gn by a finite sum extracted 
from the above expansion. We define 
where h > 1 is an integer to be chosen later. We may write 
n e S , *->=£«,(£)". 
where the e- G Q* and the / . , b are integers, b > 0, and the /•/& are nonzero 
distinct rational numbers. Clearly z(n) is nondegenerate. In fact, we take 
6 = ah+1 
Moreover, by Lemma 1 we have 
, г fh + t-lҲ 
N<[ h )s=:C5. 
(12) 
Now we estimate the approximation error we make when we approximate z(n) 
through z(n). We have 
vh+l 
\z(n) - ž(n)\ = tf„ • 
! (-Dft+l(řt(^г 














d : = m a x { l J | d 1 | , . . . , | d J } . 
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To get this, we must have 
L loga^-logaз J 
Observe that from now on h is fixed and therefore also -V, e-, /-,& are fixed. 
Now let S be the set of absolute values of Q consisting of oo and all primes 
dividing some of the / • or b and therefore ax • • • at/3x • • • (3S. Thus, 
\S\<u(a1---at(31---P3):=l+ £ 1. 
p|ai---at/3i"-(35 
We shall apply Theorem 3, so let us define for every v e 5 , N + 1 independent 
linear forms in X := (K"0,..., XN) as follows: put 
eNXN L 0 , o o ( X ) = X 0 _ e i X l - ' 
and for v € S, 0 < i < N, (i,v) ^ (0,oo) put 
£.,-(*) = * . • 
Observe that for each v G 5, the linear forms L0v,...,LNv are indeed linearly 
independent. We have 
n(Liv)<C7:=max{l,C9H}, 
where 
Я : = П max 
j = ly...j3 
VEMQ 0<i2,-..,it<h 
0<i2+'-+it<h 
J2 ... n%t 
з J2+-+U+1 
for v e S, i = 0,... ,/i and where C6 = y/Cb + 1. Furthermore Q(Liv) = 
which means that the coefficients just lie in Q and therefore 
i,v ) ' 1 for all veS, i = Q,...,N. 
Moreover, we have 
det(LQv,...,LNv) 
1 0 0 . . . 0 
* 1 0 . . . 0 
* 0 1 . . . 0 
which yields 
.* 0 0 . . . 1 
\det(L0v,...,LNv)\v = l for all veS. 
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For n e £ define the vectors xn = Vn(b
nz(n),f?,...,f%) e ZN^ and 
consider the double product 
vesi=o ' n l v 
By putting 
W O = M" (-(»)" *i (£)' 1Л" ..._e /__r 
e П b 
= dnb
n(z(n)-z(n)), 
we can rewrite the double product as 
iw-oioo • ( n Mn0 ( n n Kf?\v) ( n K O ~
{N+1} . 
%<_S\{oo} 7 V v G S j = 1 y WS ' 






^ . G 5 j = l 7 
and 
( Uhn)< n ^ =6_n = «rn ( A + 1 ) , a s ) 
x vGS \{oo} ' vGS\{oo} 
where we have used the product formula (8). Therefore we get, using (13), (15) 
and (16), 
_____ JY | i . (x )\ 2Hr
h+1 /rv \ n ( / i + 1 ) / - - . \-(IV+l) 
veSi=0 *Xniv | W - ' x ~ - ' x v 6 S 
Recall that we are assuming n G E, i.e. 
UJ < IGJ1-0 < &-r(1_c). 
where 
c := max{l , Ic-Jc} . 
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Hence, we get 
n n ! í íirrk s c, (ftar
+i,(i-"-' ( ? f T (n w. 
vCSi=0 '*nl« V \ a i / / \ v e s 
-(/v+i) 
where 
Last we need an upper bound for % ( * n ) . We have 
WOO < Kloo = K\***{\1>n*(n)l\fil--->\m}> (17) 
where we have used the choice of 5. By using the fact that 
1 < |6 ncJ < |6 n tfJ < <fon(/,+1)/?n 





n . (18) 
Let us point out that the constant does not depend on n. 
We now choose 0 < S < 1 so that 
Kar^M^i)^!- (19) 
This will be fulfilled for 
(h + l)[loga 1-loga 23-log^ 1 0<ő< 
(Ti + n i o g a j + l o g f t 
which is possible in view of (14). 
In view of the bound for the double product we derived and (18), the verifi­
cation of (9) of the Quantitative Subspace Theorem 3 will follow from 
Os (/i1«r
i ) ( 1-c )-1K«r1) , l +T < (^K+ 1/?i)nr • 
which is the same as 
However, this latter inequality follows from (19) for 
log (C 8 (cd) ' ) 
- 1 
n > Cg := log („p+Díc-D+i+íл+Dd- íJ^-íл+D^-d+ í)) ' 
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whenever we have 
—l-> <c<l, 
C5 + l 
which implies that 
(TV + 1)(1 - c) - 1 < (C5 + 1)(1 - c) - 1 < 0. 
Therefore, by the Quantitative Subspace Theorem 3, there exist finitely many 
non-zero linear forms A 1(X),..., A (X) with coefficients in Q and with 
g < C 1 0 := (2^lS-^y
(ai^} (2 + loglog2C7), 
such that each vector x„ is a zero of some A.. 
n j 
Suppose first A. does not depend on X0. Then, if A(x n ) = 0, we have a 
nontrivial relation 
Iv / f \ n 
UieQ, i = i,...,N. - > ( # - . 
ѓ = l Ч 7 
By Lemma 2 this can hold for at most a finite number of n. More precisely, we 
can conclude that the number of those solutions can be bounded by 
N<C5, 
which follows from Lemma 2. 
Suppose that A- depends on X0 and that A .(xn) -= 0. Then we have 
-K») = ! > . ( £ ) ' v^Q, i = l,...,N. (20) 
z = l ^ ' 
Let us assume that this equality holds for infinitely many n. In that case we 
would get a relation of the form 
bnHn = GnRn, 
where Rn is a power sum with positive roots, valid for infinitely many n. This 
in turn implies the validity of the same relation for all n, which is excluded by 
the hypothesis. An upper bound follows now from the fact that the left hand 
side of 
-*»-GB-f>,(£Y--0 (21) 
is a nontrivial recurring sequence with positive roots and therefore equation (21) 
can hold for at most C5 • t + 5 many n by Lemma 2. 
The number of exceptions |E| can be bounded by 
C2 :=t+ (2
60CZ6-7C>y{ai"M (2 + loglog2C7)(C5(t + l) + S) 
and Cj := max{C4,C9}. This completes the proof. 
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5. Proof of Corollary 1 
The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1. We use the 
same notations as in the proof before and mention only the part that must be 
modified. 
In this case we approximate z(n) by: 
«•>--.•£;#-<(*)• 
which we may write as 
N 
j=-l 
n Є S . 
where the e • £ Q* and the / • , b are integers, b > 0, and the f./b are nonzero 
distinct rational numbers. Consequently, we have the estimate 
N <(h + l)s. (22) 




where the constants are defined as before. 
Now, if we set 
c = l - I + e> 
we have 
. ( l - c ) - l < j_ 
and we therefore can choose h such that 
( a ; ( 1 - c ) - 1 ) f c + 1 / ? 1 < l . (23) 
We choose linear forms as above and get 
n n ¥ n < c8 (/?1aS
Ar+i)(i-c,-i-(fc+i))" ( n Ki.)"(Ar+1> 
vesi=o '
 n^v ^ves ' 
=c8(pA





As above we have 
WW < KL = K\™Arz(n)\,\f?\,...,\fnN\} < 6d(af
+1/31)
B , 
and we choose 0 < S < 1 so that 
This is possible in view of (23). With this, condition (9) of the Quantitative 
Subspace Theorem 3 is valid if n > C9. 
The rest of the arguments are as above, the assertion follows and so the proof 
is finished. 
6. Proof of Theorem 2 
In the sequel CXi C 2 , . . . will denote positive numbers depending only on c{, 
d-, a and /?., i = 1 , . . . , t, j = 1 , . . . , s and e. 
First observe that the only zero of Gn can be 
n 
log(-c 2 /c i ) 
log a 
We fix a positive integer k. Let us denote by J = {j = ( j l 5 - - - , i 5 ) £ N
5 : 
j 1 + • • • + j s = k} . If we write j{ we mean the zth vector in J with respect to 
the lexicographical ordering. The cardinality of J is given by 
For every j G J, we define 
IIi,n = /I"
7K/3? + « + • • • + d,/3D . 
where we have abbreviated fi^i^'^u) _ ^ i . . . pj3 Moreover, we write 
*>•(«) = — 
-Ö"; r. C; „ 
j , n j , n 
D̂  
where cy>n, Dn are integers. Since Gn divides £fyjTl for all j and all positive 
integers n we may choose dn to be the denominator of Hn/Gn. 
We now assume that e > 0 is given and that 
K\ < |G„ | ( 1 - £ ) (24) 
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for all n in a set E of natural numbers. We will again show that, provided 
n > Cx is large enough, (24) can only hold for at most C2 many numbers n. 
Then we conclude 
G.C.D.(G n ,/ t n ) = | G n | - | c . n r
1 < | G n | % 
provided that n > Cx for all n ^ E with |E| < C2. This will conclude our proof. 
For a fixed integer h > 1 we consider the expansion 
ż = l 
For 
we have 
Iog(2|c2/C l |) n > —. o 4 log a 
| G n | = |c 1 a
n + c 2 | > i - И a " 
For a given index j G J we thus obtain, on multiplying by Hi n, 




2čŽ|c 2 l ^(^+1)72 -n(h+l) 
c 
Let us write C 1 0 for the constant appearing in the last expression. We want 
to apply now the Subspace Theorem, viewing the left side of (25) as a "small" 
linear form. We shall consider several such linear forms, corresponding to values 
ofjej with k large enough. The idea of choosing this linear forms is similar 
to that used in [3]. 
We define 
h i-i 
0 ,,-ni фj(n) := zj(n) - Hjn • £ ( - _ ) « - - - W 
І = I
 c i 
= Zj(n) - ßr • ••ßrJ2Іl(-
l)i-'di^гßïa-ni 
i = i 1=1 
for every index j = ( j l 5 . . . , js) with j1+-..-+js = k. 
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Now, let S consist of oo and all primes dividing a or one of the /3-, i = 
1,..., s. Second, we put 
Observe that the first summand is equal to the cardinality of J and the second 
summand is an upper bound for the number of nonzero terms in the double sum 
above. For convenience we shall denote vectors in ZN by writing 
x = (x1 , . . . ,xN) = (zv . . . )zM)y1)... ^yN_M) . 
We define for every 5 G 5 , N independent linear forms in X = (A r l 5 . . . , XN) 
as follows. For j = 1 , . . . , M let / G J be the j th vector with respect to the 
lexicographical ordering and put 
i = i i=i 1 
while, for (i,v) <£ {( l ,co) , . . . , (M,co)} we put 
Observe that for each s G 5, the linear forms Llv,..., LNv are indeed linearly 
independent. We have 
nLitV) < Cn := VNTl J ] ™f
x{ rf,4 .l} 
veMQ
 J ^ ci v ) 
for v G 5, i = 1, . . . ,jV. Furthermore Q(i i |V) = Q and therefore 
[Q(i i | V):Q] = 1 for all veS, i = l , . . . , iV. 
Moreover, we have 
det(L l jV,...,LN>1/) = 1, 
which yields 
|det(i1>„...,JLJVjW)lir = l for all veS. 
For n G £ define the vectors xn by 
^ " ( ^ ( n ) , . . . , ^ ^ ) , . . . , / ? ^ 2 " - - - ^ " ^ ^ " , - - - ) . 
where the indices vary lexicographically over all tuples j € J, Z = 1 , . . . , s and 
i = 1 , . . . , h. Note that xn € Z
w and that we have 
^ o o W - ^ ( n ) . t = l , . . . , M , 
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and consider the double product 
nn^r^- (^) 
vesi=i ' nlv 
First observe that we have for i > M 
n 14-wi-=nM"iB-^,,/3in«(fc-<)Bi. < K\, 
ves ves 
where j x , . . . , j s , / and i are suitable integers. Observe that we have used our 




Further, for i < M we have x- = d„ahnz: (n) = c; < r la
,m, whence 
— t Tl Ji ^ ' ^ji ,7T 
n 14-wi. <«-fcB-
vGS\{oo} 
Also, in view of (25), we have, again for i < M , 
Plugging these estimates into (26), we finally obtain 
N M 







Recall that we are assuming n £ S , i.e. 
K\<\Gn\
X-e<~ca(1-e)n. 
Hence we have 
H ft lL^{Xn)l* < C^~CNa(l-e)Nna-(h+l)Mnp(k+l)Mn f J"J |XJ V " . ( 2 7 ) 
V G S i = l ' *
n ' v ^ u G S ' 
Let us point out here that the constant does not depend on n. We now choose 
the integer k such that 
s — 1 - es 
k> . 
£ 
This implies that 
a(l-e)N-(h+l)M < a((l-e)^-l)Mh < j ^ 
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We choose the integer h so that 
a ( ( l - e ) ^ - l ) M / t / 3 ( f c + l ) M < 1 ) ( 2 g ) 
i.e. we have 
h > (k + ^logP, 
( ( l - £ ) f ± f - l ) l o g a " 
This is possible because of our choice of k. 
On the other side, since in any case \dn\ < \Gn\, we get 
ves l ''"' 
where we have used our choice of S, the fact that two norms on Q^ are equiv-
alent and that the x{ are integers. Now we have 
\r ^hn\ <^ \ll /-vhnl <S / 7 / ^ ^ + 1 ) n / v h n 
\cj{,n
a I < \HjiinOL \<ap1 a 
and 
{Pi1 •••Pi°(3?a(h-i)ndn\ < cp[
k+1)na(h-1)na(1-£)n < cp[k+1)nahn. 
Thus we can conclude 
U(xn)<C13p[
k+1)nah\ (29) 
where the constant C13 :=-- max{c,d] does not depend on n. 
We now choose 0 < S < 1 so that 
a ( ( l -e ) |± | - l )M^(fe+l )M ^k+lah^ < l ( 3 0 ) 










in view of (27) and (29). This is the same as 
(atC-C-i l^f 1 )"" (tf+1ah)SJ < (C^C^y1 
This inequality follows from (30) for 
\og(C12c
NC(3) n > Cы := 
log (a^Њ-^lt+WißЫaЬ)0) ' 
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By the Quantitative Subspace Theorem 3 we can conclude that there exist 
finitely many non-zero linear forms A1(X), . . . , A AX) with coefficients in Q and 
with 
/ anATl ^AT\^(^(3i---Ps) 
g < C15 := (2
60N S~7N) (2 + loglog2Cn) , 
such that each vector xn is a zero of some A •. Let us consider a hyperplane 
given by 
N-M 
A(X) = u1Z1 + .-. + uMZM+ J2 «.Yi--0, 
i=l 
where the coefficients are rational numbers, not all zero. Substituting from the 
definition of xn, we get the equation 
ahnHn ^ujf3t •••Pi'=Gn-J2 W r " • • • ##<-<*-*>" , (31) 
jej i,ij 
where the sum runs lexicographically over j = (jx,..., js) G J, / = 1 , . . . , s and 
i = 1 , . . . , h and is valid for some integers n G S. But this equation can only 
hold identically, which means for all n G N, or it has a finite number of solutions 
n G N. Therefore, we first assume that all u: are equal to zero, then we have 
i,ij 
and at least one of the vi t: is different from zero. This can hold for at most 
N-M many n by Lemma 2. Second, we assume that all vil: are equal to zero, 
then we have 
JeJ 
which can hold for at most s + M many n by Lemma 2. If there is at least one 
non-zero coefficient at both sides of (31), then we can conclude (observe that by 
Lemma 3, Gn and Hn are coprime) that Gn divides 
JeJ 
in the ring £% , which is impossible by Lemma 3, since a and Pi' " Ps
 a r e 
coprime, or (31) holds for at most N many n. 
Finally the number of exceptions can be bounded by 
C 2 : = 1 + C15(S + 2A0 
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